
INMEDIATE 

PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU 
GOVERNIvNT OF INDIA 

ARRANGENEN FOR COVERAGE,; OF DR. ZAKIR HUSAIN'S 
FUMAL  

Dear Sir, 

The Darbar Hall of Rashtrapati Bhawan where 

Dr. Zakir Hussain's body is lying in state will be closed 

to the public at 13.00. hours tomorrow, May 5, 1969.. 

Correspondents and cameramen will not be permitted inside 

the Darbar Hall after 13.00 hours. 

The body will be brought out of the Darbar Hall at 
at 

16.15 hours and will lie in statthe landing on top of the 

steps. After the Pres1ent's Body Guard have presented 

the national salute,the body will be brought into the 

forecourt and will be placed on a raised platform. Jnaza 

prayers will be said in the forecourt before the body is 

placed on the gun carriage. 

ashtrapati Bhawan have agreed to plce a tiered 

stand in the forecourt to accommodate a limited number of 

carneranien. Those interested are requested to take up 

positions on the tierej stand by 15.30 hours. A limited 

number of correspondents will also be permitted Into the 

forecourt. They may take up positions on the ground 

ne ar the tier e st&ii. 
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Rashtrapati Ehowan hove also agreed tr chow cameramen 

to operate from the Jaipur Column. Those interested in 

taking pictures from the Jairur Column are lsc requested 

to take up positions there by1.30 hours. 

The Ministry of Defence have agr000 to provide four 

tired• stands, one each at Vijay Chewk, India Gate, tue 

prayer ground in Jmmia Millia and the burial ground. 

ccomrnodation on the four tied stands will be limited. 

Camermen operating from one eie/stsnJ will not be 

permitted to shift to the other. It will, therefore, be 

preferable for cameramen to take up positions on the tiered 

stand of their choice well in advnce. 

The corteie will 	ave Rshtrapati Rh'ton. for Jama 

Millie at 17.00 hours. The Miiistry of Defence h5ve provided 

two 3ton trucks for 5ccredited ceramen. .I.}3. will 

provide a bus for correspoentS. The trucks ind the bus will 

move cit the head of the procession. The trucks on the bus 

will be parked between the urtfl and 3outu 31ncks. 

Correspondents ond cameramen are to t ake up 

positions in the trucks and the bus hfore 	hours. 

t 	
the trucks and the bus will break of' India Gote,  

from the proces.siofl nd proCeec to Jmia Millia t orcod. 

Correspondents nd cbmeramefl may take up positicflS at the 

tie 	
stnds at the prayer Oroun and the hurioJ platform. 

At the prayer ground, the tied stand will be cnmmon to 

correspondentS --in'cameramen but t the burial pl0tffrm 

LM 

there will to 
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there will be sepsrate enclosures for correspondents 

and cameramen. 

4 	 Correspondents/cameramen &ro reciuested to collcc, 
the 

their admit Cards fronPrcss Infrrntjjon Burtau troor:r.r 

before 1 3.00 hours. 

Yours faithfully, 

waj) 
New Delhi 	 Principal Information Officer 
DL.5.69 
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